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Introduction
Adineta  vaga  is part  of  a  class  of

organisms known as bdelloid rotifers.  Bdelloid
rotifers  are  unique  in  that  they  reproduce
asexually in a process known as parthenogenesis,
and  have  been  able  to  survive  for  millions  of
years without  any evidence of  the existence of
males (Milius 2000). This means that the lineage
has  persisted  for  millions  of  generations,
reproducing  through mitotic  division,  instead  a
conclusion  that  is  supported  by  their  DNA
structure.  The  genome  of  A.  vaga has  been
reported  to  be  incapable  of  undergoing
conventional meiosis, due in part to the lack of
homologous chromosome pairs (Flot et al, 2013).

A  lack  of  meiosis,  and  the  genetic
recombination  inherent  to  it,  has  been
traditionally considered to be an inescapable and
continuously  compounding  cost  of  asexuality.
Each  generation  of  individuals  brings  new
mutational  load  to  the  genome  from  DNA
replication  errors  and  mutations  induced  by
environmental mutagens. With no recombination
to potentially weed out deleterious changes to the
genome, these mutations are expected  to slowly
accumulate  throughout  the  genome  of  asexual

organisms. Hermann Joseph Muller likened this
challenge of asexuality to a ratchet that is only
able to move in one direction: towards increased
genetic  load  (Muller,  1964).  Avoidance  of  this
increased  genetic  load  is  one  of  the  major
benefits  of sexual  reproduction,  and without  it,
Muller's  ratchet  is  expected  to  turn  until  the
organisms  have  decreased  their  fitness  to  the
point  at  which  they  are  no  longer  able  to
reproduce,  and  the  lineage  goes  extinct.
However, bdelloid rotifers have persisted despite
this  for  millions  of  years,  and  thus  present  an
interesting problem for evolutionary genetics. 

Bdelloid  rotifers  are  animals  that  are
ubiquitously  found  in  both  permanent  and
ephemerally aquatic environments that often tend
to undergo cycles of desiccation and rehydration
(Ricci,  2007).  Regardless  of  whether  they  are
typically found there due to being out-competed
in  other  locations,  or  based  on  a  specific
adaptation  to  these  types  of  locations,  bdelloid
rotifers  survive  well  in  these  unstable
environments due to their extraordinary ability to
survive  desiccation.  During  dry  periods,
bdelloids enter a hibernation-like state known as
anhydrobiosis, in which these animals are able to
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survive for long periods of time with little to no
water in a metabolically depressed state (Ricci,
2005). 

This  atypical  survival  behavior  was
hypothesized to be the root cause of this lineage's
ability  to  avoid  the  fate  of  Muller's  ratchet.  In
order  to  determine  whether  desiccation  and
rehydration cycles are a factor in preserving the
integrity  of  the  bdelloid  rotifer  genome,  we
conducted  fecundity  comparisons  between
several  A. vaga that had not recently undergone
freezing  or  desiccation/rehydration  cycles  and
several  that  had  been  recently  desiccated  and
rehydrated under controlled conditions.

Materials and Methods
A.  vaga  Cultures  and  Original  Fecundity  Value
Determination

The  hypothesis  put  forward  was  that
desiccation and rehydration cycles are a factor in
the ability or bdelloid rotifers to clear deleterious
mutations from their genome, and thus avoid the
effect of Muller's ratchet. In order to test this, we
isolated  six  individual  A.  vaga  from  a  sample
received from the lab of David Mark Welch that
had  been  continuously  cultured  without  being
frozen or desiccated.  Each of these six animals
was isolated in  a  separate  well  in  a  well  plate
along with approximately 1 to 2ml of sterilized
deionized water, and assigned a numerical label.
The  originally  isolated  animals  were  then
allowed to reproduce once, and then the parents
were  removed  along  with  any  left  over  eggs,
leaving  only  the  first  offspring  for  each  line,
which acted as the progenitor organisms for the
lines. The number of offspring that each of the
six newly spawned progenitors created was then
counted  in  order  to  have  an  original  fecundity
value associated with each numerical label. 

All animals were fed every two days with
a 1/20 dilution of minimally turbid solution of E.
coli suspended  in  sterilized  deionized  water
which was made on a weekly basis. This solution
was  created  by heating  a  metal  loop above an
open  flame,  and  using  the  hot  loop  to  collect
bacteria  from an  agar  slant.  The  bacteria  were
then  transferred  to  approximately  10ml  of
sterilized deionized water to make a concentrated
solution. From this solution, a minimally turbid

feeding  solution  was  created  by  transferring  a
few drops via sterile pipette into about 30ml of
sterilized deionized water until the water became
barely  visibly  turbid.  This  minimally  turbid
solution was then  diluted to  1/20 of  the  initial
concentration  with  sterilized  deionized  water.
The water  in  which  the  A.  vaga were  cultured
was  replaced  approximately  once  per  week  in
order  to avoid the build up of  detritus.  All  six
animals were checked daily for the presence of
offspring,  and new offspring were immediately
moved  via  micro-pipette  to  separate  wells
labeled with the number of their parent. Once all
six  of  the  originally  isolated  A.  vaga stopped
reproducing  and  died,  we  allowed  their  six
offspring  lineages  to  proliferate  into  separate
mass cultures of between 50-100 individuals.

Desiccation and Rehydration

After the surviving mass cultures (line 1
& line  3)  reached population  sizes  of  between
50-100  individuals,  the  culture  dishes  were
cleaned out in preparation for desiccation. This
was  necessary  to  minimize  the  probability  of
bacterial  or  fungal  contamination  of  the  agar
substrate during desiccation. Since  A. vaga tend
to  dissolve  when  they  come  in  contact  with
detergents,  the  cleaning  process  was  instead
initiated by placing the culture dishes in a 4°C
refrigerator  for  between  10  and  20  minutes  in
order  to  make the  animals  readily detach from
the base of the dish. After detaching, the animals
were transferred to a new clean dish, fresh water
was added to the culture, and then most of the
water  was  removed.  This  washing  cycle  of
removing and adding water  was repeated  three
times to clear out as much detritus as possible.
After washing, the animals were starved for 24
hours so that they would empty their bowels, and
the washing cycle was repeated again to remove
any additional waste build up. 

Agar  dishes  were  produced  as  the
substrate  for  the  desiccation  by pouring  a  thin
layer of sterilized 2% agar solution onto a 50mm
diameter  petri  dish,  and  placing  it  in  a   4°C
refrigerator  overnight  to  solidify.  After
solidifying,  about  half  of the newly cleaned  A.



vaga  from  each  of  the  separate  lines  were
transferred into separate agar dishes. These two
agar  dishes  were  then  placed  within  a  larger
100mm  petri  dish.  In  order  to  ensure  that
desiccation  proceeded  as  slowly  as  possible,  a
sterilized  piece  of  filter  paper   was  moistened
with  sterile  water  and placed within  the  larger
petri dish, in order to form a  moist chamber for

the  smaller  petri  dishes.  Parafilm®  was  then
wrapped  around  the  larger  dish  to  further
maintain  moisture  for  the  first  24  hours  of
desiccation,  and  was  then  removed  for  the
remainder of the desiccation period. The dishes
were  left  at  room temperature  to  desiccate  for
eight  days,  after  which  sterile  deionized  water
was used to rehydrate the animals. 

Individual  A.  vaga  which  survived
desiccation were transferred to petri dishes with
4  individuals  per  dish,  and  were  kept  separate
from one another in droplets of water that were
kept intact due to the hydrophobicity of the petri
dish.  These  surviving  individuals  were  then
allowed to reproduce,  and the first offspring of
each  was  re-isolated  in  order  to  count  it's
offspring.  Offspring  counts  of  the  desiccated
individuals  were  also  taken  concurrently,
however,  the  fecundity  values  of  the  first
generation  after  desiccation  were  of  greater
interest  because  the  age  of  the  original  animal
that  was  desiccated  may  have  affected  the
potential number of offspring it could have after
being  rehydrated.  Therefore,  by  using  newly
hatched A. vaga in the offspring counts, we were
able  to  remove  the  confounding  factor  of  age
from the results. 

Once  the  first  generation  animals  after
desiccation had their  first  offspring,  these were
once again separated into new dishes in order to
maintain  reisolation  lines  to  track  mutation
accumulation. To do this, the first offspring of a
female  was  retained  as  a  member  of  the  next
generation, and the parent was discarded, while
keeping  track  of  what  generation  the  current
individual in each separate drop was in. If a new
offspring  was seen within a  day of  reisolation,
this was deemed to likely be from a residual egg
of  the  parent  generation,  and  therefore  was

discarded to err on the side of caution. 

Continuously Cultured Lines

After  removing  half  of  the  washed  A.
vaga  prior  to  desiccation,  the  remaining  half
were  fed  and  maintained  hydrated  in  a
continuous  culture  during  the  testing  of  the
desiccated animals. This was meant to allow for
another  point  of  comparison  between
continuously cultured bdelloid rotifers, and those
who have undergone desiccation and rehydration,
aside from the comparison between the fecundity
values  of  the  first  generation  after  desiccation
and  the  fecundity  values  of  the  6  originally
isolated organisms. 

From  the  resultant  mass  cultures,  8
individuals from each of the two lines (1 & 3)
were isolated, and the offspring count of the first
offspring after isolation was determined for each.
From  the  randomly  selected  individuals  who
were  able  to  reproduce,  one  offspring  of  each
was isolated during the offspring count in order
to  start  reisolation  lines  of  A.  vaga  that  were
carried out identically to the reisolation lines of
the desiccated individuals. 

Results

Currently,  the  continuously  cultured  A.
vaga that  were  maintained  alongside  the
desiccated and rehydrated animals are still being
monitored  to  log  the  amount  of  offspring  that
they  produce.  These  values  will  give  us  an
average  offspring  value  for  lines  1  and  3  to
compare  to  the  average  values  found  for  the
desiccated and rehydrated animals from lines 1
and 3. Currently, it has been determined that the
desiccated  and  rehydrated  individuals  of  both
lines  1  and  3  have  an  average  offspring  count
higher than their respective original progenitors
(Fig. 1). In the original fecundity determination
experiments, it was found that the organism that
started line 1 produced 14 offspring before dying.
After  the  offspring  of  that  line  increased  in
population  size  and  underwent  desiccation  and
rehydration. The average offspring count for  A.
vaga in that line went up to 14.4. Similarly, while



the  original  progenitor  of  line  3  produced  9
offspring,  after  going  through  desiccation  and
rehydration, it's descendents produced an average
of 9.5 offspring. This appears to show that there
has been a marginal increase in fecundity due to
a desiccation event in the lineage. However, the
magnitude  of  this  effect  will  be  better
corroborated  or  dispelled  as  the  results  of  the
fecundity  tests  for  the  continuously  cultured
mass cultures are determined. This trend is also
supported when comparing the average offspring
counts  for  all  six  of  the  continuously  cultured
progenitor organisms to the offspring average for
all of the  A. vaga  in the groups that underwent
desiccation and rehydration (Fig.  2).  While  the
average offspring count of the  A. vaga tested so
far that have been continuously cultured without
freezing  or  desiccation  has  been  10.2,  the
average of the A. vaga in lineages that have been
recently  desiccated  and  rehydrated  is  11.4
offspring (Fig. 2)

Discussion

In  this  currently  in-progress  study,  we
have  shown  some  preliminary  evidence  of  a
positive  effect  of  desiccation  and  rehydration
cycles on the fecundity of A. vega. This was done
by finding fecundity values  for  lines  that  have
undergone  desiccation  and  rehydration,  and
comparing them to initial fecundity values taken
of  their  continuously cultured progenitors  from
which  they  were  clonally  produced.  Upon
completion of this project, there will be a second
set of fecundity values for continuously cultured
lines that were raised alongside the A. vaga. that
were desiccated. These values will be useful for
comparison,  as  they  will  provide  a  larger  and
therefore more dependable sample size.

Another  source  of  comparison  between
the  effects  of  continuous  culture  versus
desiccation  on  A.  vaga will  come  from  the
reisolation  lines  that  are  currently  being
followed. These reisolation lines will provide a
longevity value in numbers of generations before
extinction  for   individual  A.  vaga from  both
continuously cultured lines, and desiccated lines.
The theory behind this is that if there is a process
that occurs during desiccation that allows for  A.
vaga to relieve some of the genetic load built up
in their genome due to Muller's ratchet, then they

Fig. 1  Comparison between the number of offspring produced
by the individual progenitor of each line to the average number
offspring  produced by  A. vaga from lines  that  had  recently
undergone  desiccation  and  rehydration.  No comparison  was
able to be made for line 2,4,5, and 6 due to the loss of those
lines  during  the  attempted  formation  of  mass  cultures  in
preparation for desiccation. 
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Fig. 2  Comparing the combined average of all of the available
fecundity  data  for  desiccated  and  rehydrated  lines  to  the
fecundity data for  all  of the continuously cultured progenitor
organisms together shows a slightly more pronounced effect of
desiccation on fecundity. 
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are expected to be able to persist, on average, for
more  generations  than  their  continuously
cultured counterparts before the accumulation of
deleterious  mutations  leads  to  their  inability to
reproduce.  

Aside from the potential for genetic load
amelioration which we hypothesize is occurring
during  desiccation/rehydration  events,  it  is
possible that desiccation and rehydration cycles
allow for  only the fittest  animals  to  survive to
reproduction,  and  as  such  act  as  a  selective
pressure for  A. vaga. In such a case, we would
expect  a  tendency  to  select  for  those  animals
with the lowest genetic load. However, this only
slows down the progression of Muller's ratchet, it
does not stop nor reverse it,  since it would not
remove  already  present  deleterious  mutations
which can occur even the fittest of individuals.

One  potential  mechanism  by  which
desiccation and rehydration do help prevent the
accumulation  of  deleterious  mutations  may  be
related to the fact that desiccation induces double
stranded breaks in  A. vaga, which are gradually
repaired  during  rehydration  (Hespeels  et  al,,
2014).  This  could  potentially  allow  for  DNA
repair mechanisms to excise mutations from the
genome during reconstruction.

Another  potential  mechanism  for
desiccation-based  genome  repair  may  be
associated with the behavior exhibited by groups
of  A. vaga while undergoing desiccation. When
ambient  water  becomes  scarce,  A.  vaga often
tend  to  group  together,  and  undergo
anhydrobiosis in a cluster. It is unclear whether
this  clustering behavior is  deliberate,  or if  it  is
simply a result of animals being constrained by
the  receding  pattern  of  their  aqueous
environment  during  dehydration,  but  there  is
some  evidence  that  this  clustering  behavior
significantly  increases  the  survival  rates  of
desiccated  individuals  (Hespeels,  2014).  In
addition  to  increasing  survivability  during
desiccation,  cluster  formation  may  be  one
method  for  facilitating  horizontal  gene  transfer
(HGT).  Since  the  membranes  of  the  gut  may
become  permeable  to  DNA  during
anhydrobiosis,  DNA  fragmentation  from

desiccation-induced  double  stranded  breaks,
along  with  close  physical  proximity  due  to
cluster formation may allow for higher rates of
HGT.  HGT has  been  an  important  mechanism
throughout the history of bdelloid rotifers, with
evidence of such events being found throughout
their genome (Flot et al., 2013). Increased HGT
could potentially provide copies of non-mutated
DNA  segments  to  be  used  in  the  repair  of
mutated DNA segments in the germ line. Future
studies that could be used to shed light on this
possibility  may  include  fecundity  and
survivability  comparisons  between  individuals
that are dehydrated and allowed to form clusters,
and animals that are dehydrated individually and
are not allowed to congregate. 
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